LIVEREVIEW
Belinda Lee Chapman
and Richard Winsor
in Play Without Words

Body language
Marianka Swain was gripped by Matthew Bourne’s
Play Without Words on July 18 at Sadler’s Wells
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D

ance isn’t just the
vertical expression of a
horizontal desire. It’s a
fervent expression of myriad dark
desires and even darker designs,
as proved by New Adventures
in this tantalising revival of
Matthew Bourne’s Olivier Awardwinning swinging sixties gem.
Created for the National
Theatre’s 2002 Transformation
season, which aimed to attract
a younger crowd, Play Without
Words still has the power to
thrill and discomﬁt an audience
in equal measure. While it does
display Bourne’s trademark
postmodern wit, it owes a great
deal to its source, the Harold
Pinter-scripted Joseph Losey ﬁlm
The Servant, retaining its brooding,
almost menacing sexuality and
using an astonishing range of

minute gestures and distinctly
stylised movement in place of
exquisitely crafted dialogue.
The story is not as instantly
familiar as some of Bourne’s
later work, but the precision of
this dance drama leaves you in
no doubt of either the surfacelevel plotline – an upper-class
couple’s comfortable Chelsea
life is disrupted by a predatory
manservant, coquettish
housemaid and Angry Young
Man – nor their rich interior lives.
Bourne excels at this
meticulously observed character
study, illustrating differences
in background, social standing
and emotional liberation until
you can almost hear each
character’s voice as they engage
in a spellbinding series of sexual
and social power games. This

capturing of both individuals
and the era is well supported
by Lez Brotherston’s pitchperfect costumes and set,
easily evoking everything
from the genteel house’s
upstairs/downstairs divide to
Soho’s seedy underworld.
The show also boasts
an achingly groovy jazz
score from Terry Davies,
transporting us from
freewheeling, hedonistic
parties to yearning late-night
loneliness. Most memorably,
one of the sexiest duets of
a deliciously provocative
evening is underscored by
a subtle soundtrack built on
the slow drip of a kitchen tap,
tentative seduction punctuated
by a stark emotional beat.
However, the truly inspired
element is Bourne’s decision
to have multiple versions of the
characters playing out variations
of every scene, side by side, as
a kind of dance split-screen.
Fantasy and reality blur as we
experience the layered subtext
and endless possibilities of each
exchange through their dilemmas,
doubts, temptations, fears and
deeply suppressed desires.
This approach runs the risk of
being confusing or messy, but
the attention to detail from both
choreographer and exceptionally
cohesive company keeps the
piece tautly uniﬁed. Fascinatingly,
the same seduction plays out
differently from each character’s
perspective; confrontations
can be major events or minor
nuisances; and when internal
and external worlds collide, the
impact is breathtaking, one touch
worth a thousand words. ●
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